LAMBDA
Gas Conveying Plants

Customized solutions
for Landfill Gas, Biogas,
Sewage Gas and Mine Gas
Planning, installation, delivery,
commissioning and servicing of
customised gas conveying plants
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Conveying capacities of 10-10,000 m³/h; single containers, cascadable
Suction pressures up to 0.25 barabs with rotary piston compressors
Lower energy consumption with pressure, quantity and speed control
Variable connection possibilities for gas utilisation and treatment
Gas cooling and active carbon filter can be integrated
Customised measuring and analysing technology
Compact design in standard and special containers
Low sound emissions
With a remote control visualisation and data retrieval system
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LAMBDA Gas Conveying Station

A compact gas conveying station for mine gas, sewage gas, landfill
gas and biogas, version for max. gas quantities of 10,000 Nm³/h

Fully automatic multifunctional gas conveying station
The gas conveying stations from LAMBDA are systems that can
be put to multifunctional use. They can be used to suck up large
quantities of mine has or for the conveying of landfill gas and biogas
over longer distances. The system technology is customised in
accordance with the specific requirements profile.

supplied with an optional  CO2 or H2S analyser. Remote data transfer
and analysing is also possible in the switch cabinet. It is also possible
to operate numerous compressor stations fully automatically in
combination.

The station is equipped with a condensate separator with a demister
block and an integrated fine gas filter as standard. A condensate tank
(e.g. 1,000 l storage capacity) can also be installed in the container,
this being connected to the condensate separator.

Benefits
〉 Compact dimensions
〉 Optimised energy consumption due to pressure
and power controlling
〉 Low sound emissions
〉 Variable suction and pressure connection possibilities
〉 Pressure and speed controlled operation
〉 Remote control system and connection to a PCS (optional)
〉 Permanent data recording
〉 Remote data transfer (optional)

Valid from May 2016, The right is reserved to make technical modifications that serve progress

The machine room and the gas analysis system are equipped
with an ambient air monitoring system. A gas meter records the
quantity conveyed by the station. The selected tried and trusted
and economical individual components result in the system having
a high degree of operational safety and an excellent degree of
economical viability. The combination of speed control, circulation
controller and mechanical pressure controller, the system has a large
operating range both with regard to the conveyed quantity and the
achievable suction and pressure-related pressure areas. In addition
to the standard CH4 and O2 channels, the gas analysis can also be

TECHNICAL DATA
Output range (Nm3/h)

10-10,000

Dimensions

container design from 8` to 40`

Power input

3 x 400 V, max. 250 kW

Suction and conveying
pressure (barabs)

0.25-2

Gas analysis

permanent CH4, O2 analysis (CO2; H2S optional)

Operation displays

gas analysis, suction and conveying pressure

Condensate discharge

condensate separator, integrated gas cooling (optional)

Condensate collection

tank system (optional)

Data recording and remote
control

integration in the PLC system or via the GSM network (optional)
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